Status of Nightlies

• dev[34]
  - New: htcondor, c_ares, linux_pam, myschedd, ngbauth_submit (SPI-1915), NsightSystems (SPI-1914)
  - Upgraded: CORAL/COOL 3.3.8,
    - for gcc11 (SPI-1917): onnxruntime 1.8.0, gdal 3.3.0, pygdal 3.3.0, benchmark 1.5.5, libpqxx 7.5.2, lwtnn 2.11.1. to be continued
  - clang12 nightlies available

• dev[34]python39, devARM, devCuda, devnxcals: NTR
Planning for LCG_101

- Python 3.9
- ROOT 6.24.02
- Create an equivalent spack view
Next Meeting

• Monday, July 5